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Dear Bill Still, G. Edward Griffin, Ellen Brown,

You have no doubt heard the news noted in the subject line, and it was
rather disingenuously couched as "surprise". It wasn't surprise to me
as I had already predicted it two years ago. Please see pages 6 and 7
in the updated letter to Bill Still, PDF is attached for your
convenience.

One thing that should be obvious to all rational peoples is that the
banksters only make proposals and seek solutions which are in their
own elite's best interests. Therefore, it follows that these proposals
can't be in the interest of the ordinary peoples. Therefore, to
support the banksters' proposal is to side with them. Therefore, if
the banksters now want the Gold Standard back, it must not be good for
the people.

Therefore, this is an opportunity to make deep alliances among the
small community of monetary reform exponents who push different
solutions. The way to make these alliances is to rather than speak in
monologues, as I seem to be doing, and rather than to make videos and
write books in the hope that people will automatically agree with one,
that we need to construct dialog, first and foremost amongst
ourselves.

I am an ordinary unknown person, not an elite, and as an ordinary
plebe taking a moral public stand on important issues which concern us
all, I feel a need to construct a communication bridge among the
experts who seem to be very energetically talking past each other and
not listening to the common man - exactly as the elite whom they are
out to reform do!

The Gold Standard is a specious argument. I can convince anyone of it
who is honest and not politically inclined. Fiat money is not always
bad - depends on who controls its issue and its quantity, just like
Bill Still says. I can convince anyone of that too - and with far more
logic than either Ben Bernanke or Paul Krugman, fellow co-alums of
MIT, can bring to bear. I may not understand what the experts claim
they know, but I have discovered that most mainstream experts are full
of it. Here is a letter to MIT Professor and former IMF Chief
Economist, Simon Johnson - if you can find a flaw in my argument, I
hope you will deconstruct it for me as my teachers:



http://print-humanbeingsfirst.blogspot.com/2010/03/lett-simonjohnson-mit-imf-zahirebrahim.html

And yet, I cannot seem to be able to convince any expert in the
discontent-space that their own arguments for reform are merely
platitudes, as old as hegemony, and as old as mankind. To make these
arguments is to merely speak in platitudes. It is the implementation
strategies which are lacking in most of the talk by monetary reform
experts. The HOW. This is fleshed out in my letter to Bill Still whose
PDS is attached.

I am convinced if we can't convince the three distinguished persons
that I am humbly writing to, to all come to a common page of
overarching understanding of all pertinent issues at a very deep
level, deeper than is visible in either Bill's documentary which is
entirely platitudinous, and in Ellen Brown's and Griffin's writings
which entirely ignore the battle with entrenched power and its vile
incantations, that we might as well thrown in the towel. The closest I
think anyone has come to the HOW is Mr. Griffin. He has made a very
insightful observation: if you can't beat city hall, become city hall.
That is a very long term multi-generational solution-space and there
is no time for it.

The cusp of transformation can cut both ways. Where our antagonists
see their opportunities in crises to promote their enslaving
solutions, we too have an opportunity to create alliances to think of
Archimedes levers to counter the steam engine of full spectrum
dominance of humanity that is under construction.

There is a lot in common between all monetary reformers. What is
uncommon needs to be coherently, and not emotionally, analyzed, and
non-superficial alliances constructed. I loved the scene in Bill's
documentary where it references Oz and how all the mice got together
to carry the lion out. Ellen Brown has a clip in that video explaining
it beautifully, and I argue that let such coming together begin at
home before you can dream of going out in larger society of mice!

Thank you in advance for your time. You have all been my teachers and
I am grateful for your work. Unless we go the next step, we are
playing a stuck needle on a 77.

Best wishes,

Zahir Ebrahim
Project Humanbeingsfirst.org
California,

letter-to-billstill-secret-of-oz-how-oct052010d.pdf
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